Approach 9.0 - Seat Booster Pad Instructions
If you’re looking to raise yourself up in the seat for improved
fit in the cockpit, or increasing your maneuverability of the
boat then the seat booster pad is for you. It fits quickly and
securely under the current seat pad giving you the boost you
need.
How to fit:
1. Carefully remove the two black pine tree rivets that
attach the rear edge of the current seat pad. Use either
a set of pliers to grip the pine trees and pull out or a
large flat bladed screw driver to pry them out.
2. Ensure the seat surface is entirely clean and dry. For
ideal bonding make sure the boat and parts are at room
temperature or above.
3. Now position the additional seat pad. With the peel off
backing still attached place the foam seat pad in the
desired location on the seat pan and using a pen lightly
mark around its perimeter. The foam seat pad should
be aligned so the smooth continuous arc is towards the
back of the seat and the concave curve edge is at the
front. A good recommended position is in the center of
the seat with the back of the pad measuring about 1”
forward from each of the pine tree rivet holes. Sit on the
pad with it placed in position to check for comfort.
4. Stick pad in place. Peel off the adhesive backing paper,
locate the pad on the outline marked and press the
whole surface of the foam pad firmly into place.
5. Fold the original pad back into place and locate over
the top of the new pad. Align the holes and reattach the
pad using the new pine tree rivets provided.
6. You’re ready to paddle again with a new elevated seat
position.
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